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Lr. No.D1/1234/2019 Date: 09.10.2019

To,
The Principals of Constituent Colleges,  
The Directors of University Units  
The Principals of all Affiliated Colleges

Sir,


***

With reference to the letter cited, I am to inform you that the Government of Telangana has launched an initiative namely Digital Employment Exchange for Telangana (DEET) to improve the employability platform across the state, enabling the job seekers and job providers to be present on a friction free digitized platform which AI (Artificial Intelligence), ML (Machine Learning) Advances Algorithms enabled.

Hence you are requested to communicate the same to all Departments of your College/Institute. A copy of the letter is enclosed for your information and necessary action.

Encl: ref.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

REGISTRAR
Dr. N.SRINIVASA RAO  
SECRETARY  

Rc.No. TSCHE/ Stat Cell/DEET-2/2019  

Date: 25.09.2019  

To  
The Registrar  
Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University  
Kukatpally, Hyderabad – 500 085.  

Sir,  


Ref:- 1) TSCHE Lr. No. Rc.No. TSCHE/ Stat Cell/DEET/2019, dt.23.08.2019  
2) Discussion with the Chairman, TSCHE Sri Mohit Kumar Fruitwala, dt.25.09.2019  

--:oO:o--  

Adverting to the subject and references cited, I am to inform that the Government of Telangana has launched an initiative namely Digital Employment Exchange for Telangana (DEET) to improve the employment platform across the state, enabling the job seekers and job providers to be present on a friction free digitized platform which AI (Artificial Intelligence), ML (Machine Learning) Advances Algorithms enabled.  

Therefore, I request you to inform to all the placement officers working in the University and affiliated Colleges under your University to share their data base with DEET to enable the interested and eligible students to full fill their employable requirement in a seamless friction free manner.  

Further, you may kindly also advise your all placement officers to be in touch with Sri Mohit Kumar Fruitwala, Head, Business Development, DEET, @ 8885026600, mail id: bd-deet@tsdeet.com to share students and colleges data base in this regard.  

Yours sincerely  

SECRETARY  

Copy:  
Sri Mohit Kumar Fruitwala, Head Business Development, DEET@ : bd-deet@tsdeet.com